Role of NO in recovery from neonatal hypoxic pulmonary hypertension
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Abstract
Background—The management of sick newborn infants who have sustained a hypoxic insult is a common clinical problem but relatively little is known about the recovery process. The aim of this study was to investigate this process in newborn piglets.

Methods—Thirty five newborn piglets were exposed to chronic hypobaric hypoxia for three days, either from birth, three or 14 days of age, and were allowed to recover for one, three, or six days. Control animals of relevant age were also studied. The heart weight ratio and pulmonary arterial muscularity were measured. Endothelial dependent and independent relaxation of the isolated intrapulmonary conduit arteries was determined in classical organ chamber studies, together with measurement of basal and stimulated cGMP accumulation.

Results—After six days of recovery the hypoxia induced right ventricular hypertrophy and pulmonary arterial medial hypertrophy had decreased in all animals but values were still abnormal in the two younger age groups. Relaxation was still impaired during the first three days of recovery in all groups, had normalised by six days in the two youngest groups, but relaxation (both endothelium dependent and independent) remained impaired in older animals. In these older animals basal nitric oxide (NO) production and basal and stimulated cGMP accumulation was normal.

Conclusions—The recovery of the smooth muscle cells lags behind that of the endothelial cells. A normal stimulated increase in cGMP with reduced relaxation suggests an altered threshold for cGMP effec ted relaxation. These findings help to explain why some hypoxic infants require protracted NO therapy.
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Pulmonary hypertension in the newborn infant remains a significant clinical problem with a mortality of 20–50%. Hypoxia is a frequent cause of persistent pulmonary hypertension, usually associated with parenchymal lung disease such as the respiratory distress syndrome, meconium aspiration or congenital abnormalities of lung development such as pulmonary hypoplasia. Of those who survive, a few develop cor pulmonale. Other infants appear to do well, but if they die in infancy, histological examination of the lungs reveals pulmonary arterial medial hypertrophy, indicating a persistent increase in pulmonary arterial pressure. These findings indicate that apparent clinical recovery from hypoxia in infancy does not necessarily imply a return to normality.

Neonatal pulmonary hypertension is treated with inhaled nitric oxide (NO) with varying degrees of success. We assume that we supplement an hypoxia induced deficiency of NO but experimental studies have demonstrated, in addition, attenuated endothelium independent relaxation in clinically hypoxic newborn piglets. Once the hypoxic insult has been removed, we do not understand the recovery process and it is this which will determine the response to treatment. In this study we have therefore studied endothelium dependent and independent relaxation in the intrapulmonary arteries of neonatal piglets which had been exposed to chronic hypobaric hypoxia for three days and then allowed to recover in room air.

In the intrapulmonary arteries of the healthy newborn piglet endothelium dependent and independent relaxation is immature at birth. Conduit pulmonary arteries fail to relax to acetylcholine until three days of age. Endothelium independent relaxation to NO is present at birth, although relatively poor. Both endothelium dependent and independent relaxation improve gradually during the first two weeks of life. We have previously shown that exposing piglets to chronic hypoxia from birth prevented the normal postnatal development of endothelium dependent relaxation, while hypoxia inhibited or attenuated the normal newly established response in animals first exposed after the third day of life. Chronic hypoxia also attenuated endothelium independent relaxation. We hypothesised that, on recovery, like the response to hypoxia itself, the speed and extent of recovery would depend on the age at which the animal sustained the hypoxic insult. Animals were therefore exposed to hypoxia at different ages during the first three weeks of life before being allowed to recover in room air. Endothelium dependent relaxation to acetylcholine and endothelium independent relaxation to NO was studied in isolated intrapulmonary arteries using classical organ chamber pharmacology and the basal and stimulated accumulation of guanosine 3',5'-cyclic monophosphate (cGMP) was measured to find out whether any persistent impairment of relaxation might be attributed to accumula-
late sufficient cGMP in the arterial smooth muscle cells. We also hypothesised that the fall in pulmonary arterial pressure would be reflected in a decrease in right ventricular weight and pulmonary arterial muscularity. We assessed post mortem using quantitative morphometric techniques.

Methods

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Piglets were delivered from 10 pregnant Large White sows which farrowed normally at term. One group of piglets was exposed to hypobaric hypoxia at 50.8 kPa from birth until 2.5 days of age, a second group was exposed to hypoxia from three to six days of age, and a third group was exposed to hypoxia from 14 to 17 days. In the hypobaric chamber the internal temperature (25°C) and light were controlled, the air pressure was maintained at 50.8 kPa, and the fraction of carbon dioxide did not rise above 0.4% as assessed by mass spectrometry of the exhaust gases. Animals were sacrificed by means of a lethal injection of sodium pentobarbitone (100 mg/kg). Details of this model have been described by Hislop et al.

Some animals were killed immediately after removal from the hypobaric chamber following each of the periods of exposure (n = 14). The pharmacological findings in the pulmonary arteries of these animals and of the 19 age matched controls have been reported previously. For the purposes of the present study 35 other animals were allowed to recover in room air and were sacrificed one, three, or six days later (n = 3–6 for each recovery period). Additional control animals of appropriate ages (nine, 12, and 21 days) for the recovery periods were also studied (n = 12; fig 1). Thus, findings are reported on a total of 80 animals, 33 of which have previously been published but are included here as baseline data.

The work carried out comprised structural studies on the heart and lungs to assess the severity of pulmonary hypertension, pharmacological organ bath experiments on isolated intrapulmonary arteries, and the biochemical determination of basal and stimulated cyclic GMP generation.

STRUCTURAL STUDIES

Assessment of the severity of pulmonary hypertension

After sacrifice, in each animal the heart was fixed for at least one week in 10% buffered formal saline. The left ventricle plus septum (LV+S) and the right ventricle (RV) were weighed to give the heart weight ratio ([LV+S]/RV). Lung tissue was also fixed in 10% buffered formal saline, processed into paraffin wax, and sections were cut at 4 µm and stained with either haematoxylin and eosin or Miller’s elastic van Gieson stain for light microscopic measurement of wall thickness. Pulmonary arterial medial wall thickness was measured in vessels less than 100 µm in diameter and expressed as a percentage of the external diameter.

PHARMACOLOGICAL STUDIES

Tissue preparation for pharmacology studies

The heart and lungs were removed en bloc and transferred to pre-gassed Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate solution at room temperature. The middle portion of the axial intrapulmonary arteries from the lower lobes accompanying the small bronchi was dissected free from the surrounding lung parenchyma and cut into rings (2.5–3 mm length), taking care not to touch the luminal surface. Care was taken to obtain the rings from the equivalent portion of the pulmonary artery at each age. The external diameter ranged from 2 mm in the neonate to 3 mm at 23 days.

Organ bath experiments

Pulmonary artery rings were studied in pairs with and without endothelium. Each ring was mounted in a 5 ml organ bath between two wires, one fixed and the other attached by surgical silk to a Grass FT03 transducer. The output was to a Grass model 7 polygraph at a paper speed of 5 mm/min and sensitivity setting of 0.5 g/cm, and also to an on-line computerised analysis system (MacLab/8, AD Instruments) at a sampling frequency of 2 Hz. The bathing solutions were gassed with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 at a constant temperature of 37°C. Indomethacin (10 µM) was added for all experiments and this did not change the basal tone. All rings were first exposed to potassium chloride (KCl) in order to ensure their viability, and were then exposed to prostaglandin E1 (PGF1α).

Each intrapulmonary artery ring was precontracted with its own EC50 of PGF1α before being exposed to cumulative log molar increments of either acetylcholine (ACh) (10 nM to 0.1 mM), NO (3 nM to 30 µM), sodium nitroprusside (SNP) (1 nM to 0.1 mM), or to a single dose of the phosphodiesterase inhibitor M+B 22948 (Zaprinast) (10 µM) or L-nitro monomethyl arginine acetate (L-NMMA), a NOS inhibitor (30 µM). The response to each substance was expressed as a percentage of PGF1α induced tension. Using pulmonary arteries from both lungs, four different agonists were studied in each animal. Time dependent controls were also studied. The effect of each agonist was determined in a minimum of three
rings (each from a different animal) at each recovery time point following each period of hypoxic exposure. At the end of each experiment all the rings were exposed to papaverine (0.1 mM) to abolish any residual tone. This end point was taken as 100% relaxation, against which other relaxant responses were judged. Figure 2 illustrates a cumulative dose response curve to NO from four individual rings from different animals (birth to 2.5 days of hypoxia + three days of recovery) to show the variability between cases.

The rings were then fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde. 1 µm sections embedded in epoxy resin were stained with toluidine blue and examined histologically to confirm the presence or absence of endothelium.

Figure 2 Cumulative response curves to NO in four pulmonary artery rings from four different animals killed after three days of recovery in room air after hypoxic exposure from birth to 2.5 days.

BASAL AND STIMULATED ACCUMULATION OF GUANOSINE 3',5'-CYCLIC MONOPHOSPHATE (cGMP)

Determinations were carried out using radioimmunoassay in weighed rings with endothelium from segments of intrapulmonary arteries adjacent to those used in the organ bath studies. The same bathing solutions, including indomethacin, were used for the cGMP determinations as for the pharmacology studies. Basal cGMP accumulation and cGMP accumulation in response to ACh, SNP, Zaprinast, and NO were determined. For the response to ACh and NO, preliminary studies showed that the peak response in cGMP accumulation occurred after 30 seconds exposure and at doses of 10 µM and 3 µM, respectively. The peak response in cGMP accumulation to SNP (0.1 mM) occurred at five minutes and to Zaprinast (10 µM) at 30 minutes. Incubation was terminated by transferring the tissue to liquid nitrogen. The frozen tissue was thawed in 6% trichloroacetic acid and homogenised. The extracted tissues were centrifuged at 2000g for 15 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was washed four times with five volumes of water saturated ether and then freeze dried overnight.

The cGMP content was measured in each sample by radioimmunoassay using a modification of the method of Brooker et al. This consisted of adjusting to pH 6.2 with sodium acetate buffer and acetylation by the addition of triethylamine and acetic anhydride. Bovine serum antibody was added followed by cGMP, 2′-O-succinyl 3-[¹²⁵I]iodotyrosine methylester. Anti-cGMP Amerlex-M rabbit antibody was added, vortexed, and incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes. Free and antibody bound cGMP were then separated by magnetic separation. The radioactivity present in each sample was determined by counting for 60 seconds in a gamma scintillation counter and compared with a standard curve. The results were expressed as fmol cGMP/mg wet tissue.

DATA ANALYSIS

The findings in the animals recovering from hypoxia were compared with those in the previously reported hypoxic animals and in normal age matched controls from the present and previous studies. Data from the concentration response curves from animals recovering from hypoxia were compared with those from age matched control or hypoxic animals by an analysis of variance (ANOVA). Heart weight ratio, mean percentage arterial medial thickness, maximum response values, and cGMP accumulation values were compared by ANOVA and, where appropriate, Student’s t test was used with Bonferroni correction. Statistical significance was taken at p<0.05.
Results

STRUCTURAL STUDIES

Assessment of right ventricular hypertrophy

Normal piglets show an increase in the heart weight ratio ((LV+S)/RV) during the first three weeks of life which is significantly reduced after exposure to hypoxia. During the recovery period the heart weight ratio increased. In those exposed to hypoxia from 14 to 17 days of age it increased from 2.32 to 2.65 after six days recovery and was not significantly different from the normal value at three weeks of age. In the youngest two groups the ratio had increased after six days of recovery from 1.38 to 2.04 (p<0.05) in those exposed from birth, and from 1.74 to 2.43 in those exposed from three to six days of age, but these ratios were still significantly less than in age matched normals. In the two youngest age groups the muscle extended into smaller arteries than normal. On recovery from hypoxia the pattern of change was different in the three age groups (fig 3). After hypoxic exposure from birth to 2.5 days (fig 3B) the mean percentage arterial medial thickness decreased gradually, mirroring the normal decrease in wall thickness with age, but after six days of recovery the medial thickness was still greater than normal for age (9 days) (p<0.05). In animals exposed to hypoxia from three to six days of age (fig 3C) there was a marked decrease in wall thickness after one day recovery (p<0.05) with little further change during the next two days, followed by a further reduction to a value within normal limits for 12 day old animals by the sixth day of recovery. In animals exposed to hypoxia from 14 to 17 days of age (fig 3D) the wall thickness remained increased during the first three days of recovery, and then decreased so that the vessel walls were thinner than normal for age after six days of recovery (p<0.05).

Assessment of pulmonary arterial medial hypertrophy

We have previously described the structure of arteries less than 100 µm diameter after hypoxic exposure and have shown that the medial wall thickness became significantly greater than in

PHARMACOLOGICAL STUDIES

Examination of the toluidine blue stained sections by light microscopy confirmed that the
endothelium was present in all intact preparations and absent from those in which the endothelium had been removed. Pharmacological studies were carried out on vessel rings from animals killed either one, three, or six days after return to normoxia. Arteries from normal animals of the same age as the experimental animals at the end of the recovery period were also studied. The results were thus compared with those previously reported in control and hypoxic animals and with those of the newly studied control animals.

Response to 1-NMMA
Pulmonary artery rings with endothelium taken from normal animals show a significant enhancement of the PGF$_2$α-induced contraction when 1-NMMA is added during the first week of life, but the ability of 1-NMMA to increase the PGF$_2$α-induced contraction was inhibited after hypoxic exposure, suggesting a reduction in basal NO production. On recovery, the enhancement of the contractile response by 1-NMMA after one and three days had not improved and was similar to that at the end of hypoxic exposure, irrespective of the age at the time of exposure. After six days of recovery, however, the enhancement of the contractile response was significantly greater than at the end of hypoxic exposure in the two younger age groups, increasing from a mean (SE) of 34 (13)% to 94 (23)% in those exposed from birth and from 35 (7)% to 122 (20)% in those exposed from three to six days (p<0.05 for each). This response was normal for age in animals that had been exposed to hypoxia from birth (90 (10)% in nine day controls) and excessive in those exposed from three days of age where the normal value was 90 (11)% (p<0.05). In the 14–17 day hypoxic group after six days of recovery basal NO release was similar to normal. Rings without endothelium showed no response to 1-NMMA.

Response to ACh
Pulmonary arteries with intact endothelium taken from normal animals at birth contract in response to acetylcholine and do not relax until 2.5 days of age. Rings from animals exposed to hypoxia from birth to 2.5 days still show a contractile response and, in animals exposed from three to six days and from 14 to 17 days of age the relaxant response is inhibited (fig 4). After hypoxic exposure from birth, ACh-induced relaxation was still absent after one day of recovery (at age 3.5 days), but the contractile response present at the end of hypoxic exposure was abolished (fig 4A). Relaxation occurred after three days of recovery but was less than in normal six day old animals (p<0.05). Relaxation was normal for age (nine days) after six days of recovery. The pattern of recovery was different after hypoxic exposure from three to six days of age, where the relaxant response was normal after one day of recovery and remained so (fig 4B). After hypoxic exposure from 14 to 17 days of age, relaxation had improved significantly after three days (p<0.05) but there was no further improve-

Response to A23187
Pulmonary arteries taken from normal animals show a significant increase in the relaxant response to A23187 during the first week of life, and hypoxic exposure inhibits the response, irrespective of the age at the time of exposure. After hypoxic exposure from birth the relaxant response to A23187 did not improve until after six days when it was significantly greater than at the end of hypoxic exposure (p<0.05) and normal for age. After hypoxic exposure from either 3–6 days or 14–17 days of age, relaxation was still significantly less than in age matched normal animals after six days recovery (p<0.05 for each). In rings without endothelium there was no relaxant response in any group.

Response to nitric oxide
Pulmonary arteries, whether with or without endothelium, taken from normal animals show a significant increase in the relaxant response to NO during the first two weeks of life and hypoxia attenuates the relaxant response at all ages. After hypoxic exposure from birth, maximal relaxation did not improve until after six days of recovery when relaxation was greater than at the end of hypoxic exposure (p<0.05) and was normal for age (nine days) (fig 4D). After hypoxic exposure from three to six days of age the relaxant response after six days of recovery was significantly greater than at the end of hypoxic exposure (p<0.05), but still less than in age matched 12 day old normal animals (fig 4E; p<0.05). After hypoxic exposure from 14 to 17 days of age the relaxant response was still reduced after six days of recovery and the maximum relaxation was less than half that seen in age matched normal animals (fig 4F; p<0.05). Rings without endothelium were not significantly different in their response from those with endothelium.

Response to SNP
Pulmonary arteries, both with and without endothelium, taken from control animals relax in response to SNP at birth and the response was not affected by exposure to hypoxia. The response remained normal during recovery, irrespective of the age at which the animals were exposed to hypoxia (data not shown).

Response to Zaprinast
Pulmonary arteries taken from normal animals show a significant increase in the relaxant response to Zaprinast during the first week of life and the response is attenuated in rings from animals exposed to hypoxia at all ages. On recovery, after exposure to hypoxia from birth to 2.5 and 3–6 days, the relaxant response as a percentage of PGF$_2$α-induced precontraction after three days was similar to that in age matched normal animals and greater than the response at the end of the hypoxic period. The
maximum improvement in relaxation showed a change in tone of 35 (4.5)% and 53 (9.5)% versus 7 (2.4)% and 30 (4.8)%, respectively, after hypoxic exposure (p<0.05 for each). After six days the relaxant response was significantly greater than normal for age, whether the animals were exposed from birth (70 (8)% versus 48 (3.1)% at nine days) or from three days of age (70 (5)% versus 54 (5)% at 12 days; p<0.05 for both comparisons). After hypoxic exposure from 14 to 17 days of age the relaxant response was similar to normal after three days of recovery (46 (11)% versus 54 (5)% at 21 days). There was no difference between the response of arteries with and without endothelium.

BASAL AND STIMULATED ACCUMULATION OF CGMP
In pulmonary arteries taken from normal animals basal cGMP accumulation was greater at birth than at three days of age, after which it remained unchanged and was not altered by hypoxic exposure. After one day of recovery basal cGMP accumulation increased in animals
of hypoxic exposure after one and three days of recovery (p<0.05), but the response was less than in normal age matched controls after six days of recovery (fig 5B). After exposure to hypoxia from three to six days of age ACh failed to increase cGMP accumulation over basal levels during the recovery period. After hypoxic exposure at 14 to 17 days stimulated cGMP increased progressively to become normal after six days of recovery. During hypoxic exposure and during the recovery period the accumulation of cGMP in response to NO, Zaprinast, and SNP was not different from that seen in the normal animals, irrespective of the age at initial exposure (data not shown).

### Discussion

The aim of this study was to assess recovery in an animal model of neonatal pulmonary hypertension, particularly the ability to respond to NO. The studies were designed, in so far as it was possible, to mimic the situation in infants recovering from a hypoxic insult in the neonatal unit. The piglets exposed to hypoxia from birth were ill and cyanosed, continuing to shunt from right to left through persistent fetal channels. Recovery from chronic hypoxia has previously been studied in adult animals, usually rats; the animals were less ill and longer periods of hypoxia could be tolerated. Age was not a factor in these adult studies. In our developmental study, however, the morphological and pharmacological response to recovery depended upon the age at which the animals were first exposed to hypoxia. Also, improvement in morphological and functional abnormalities did not always occur in parallel.

Exposure to chronic hypobaric hypoxia from birth did not prevent the pulmonary vasculature from adapting to extrauterine life once the hypoxic insult was removed, and after six days of recovery both endothelium dependent and independent relaxation was normal. At this time, however, both the heart weight ratio and the pulmonary arterial medial hypertrophy, although improved, were not normal. By contrast, in animals first exposed to hypoxia later (from 14 to 17 days) when adaptation to extrauterine life is largely complete, relaxation was still impaired after six days of recovery although the heart weight ratio and pulmonary arterial medial hypertrophy had become normal. Following hypoxic exposure from three to six days of age, the recovery pattern was intermediate between those of younger and older animals.

In those animals kept hypoxic from birth, the arterial wall thickness remained similar to that seen in fetal life and, on recovery, wall thickness decreased over a similar time course to that seen during the first days of life in normal animals and therefore was similar to six day old but not nine day old animals. In animals made hypoxic from three to six days, the wall thickness had returned to the fetal level during hypoxic exposure but became almost normal for age after one day of recovery, indicating that these newborn arteries can undergo rapid structural remodelling. In the younger animals exposed either from birth or from three days of...
Recovery from neonatal pulmonary hypertension was evidence to suggest persistent smooth muscle cell dysfunction after six days of recovery. The relaxant response to Zaprinast, although normal, was less than in the younger animals. These findings might be explained by there being a transient block in the relaxant pathway distal to cGMP accumulation, possibly resulting from the excessive depolarisation of the smooth muscle membrane which occurs during hypoxic exposure. This proposition might also help to explain why, in animals exposed to hypoxia from birth, the basal and ACh stimulated CGMP accumulation was normal after one day of recovery and yet both endothelium dependent and independent relaxation was still impaired. The smooth muscle cells are known to be depolarised at birth in normal piglets. The findings suggest that, following hypoxic exposure, the sensitivity for cGMP mediated relaxation is decreased.

In the present study the NO pathway was markedly affected by chronic hypoxic exposure in all the immature animals. The NO pathway is also vulnerable in the hypoxic adult rat. Maruyama and Maruyama found that the relaxant response to isoproterenol in adult rats which had been exposed to hypoxia for 10 days was normal after three days of recovery but the response to SNP was not normal after 28 days of recovery from hypoxia and the response to ACh was still impaired after 56 days. These findings appeared to be associated with a cyclo-oxygenase dependent production of a vasoconstrictor substance. In the present study the relaxant response to SNP was present at birth, was not impaired during hypoxic exposure, and remained normal on recovery. This suggests that, in these studies, SNP may be able to cause relaxation by a recognised alternative mechanism, possibly the sodium-potassium ATPase pump.

In conclusion, irrespective of the age at the onset of hypoxic exposure, relaxation was impaired during the first few days of recovery. The abnormalities persisted for longer in the animals allowed to adapt normally to extrapulmonary life for two weeks before exposure to hypoxia and there appeared to be persistent smooth muscle cell dysfunction. By two weeks of age the rapid postnatal changes in pulmonary arterial smooth muscle cell phenotype are complete, apparently making it more difficult to reverse the abnormalities caused by hypoxic exposure.

Our findings help to explain why it can be difficult to manage newborn infants recovering from a hypoxic insult. The emphasis during treatment is to improve relaxation, supplementing endogenous NO with the inhaled gas, with or without addition of a phosphodiesterase inhibitor to increase cGMP accumulation. The results of this study show a heightened threshold for cGMP mediated relaxation, indicating smooth muscle cell dysfunction. Clinically, therefore, we should use the most appropriate management strategy, allowing time for endothelial and smooth muscle cell function to recover. A greater understanding of the mechanisms involved in the recovery process ought to indicate more specific therapeutic targets.
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